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What is Polis ?
Network

Exchange of experiences

70 European cities & regions
Innovation

European research

European Institutions
Sustainable urban mobility
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SMART CITIES – SUMP – URBAN
FREIGHT

Urban mobility – key challenges & policies
Congestion
 Costs Europe about
1% of Gross
Domestic Product
(GDP) every year
Journey time
reliability (all modes)
Road safety
 In urban areas, 68%
road fatalities are
VRUs (2011/12)
Air pollution and
climate change
 70% of pollutant
emissions caused
by urban traffic
Physical inactivity

In urban areas, 68% road fatalities are
vulnerable road users (VRUs)
(2011/12) - EC Road Safety Vademecum
Around 600.000 EU citizens die
prematurely every year, hundreds of
thousands of other people suffer from
illness due to preventable causes, such
as pollution from exhausts of diesel
vehicles, and nitrogen dioxide (WHO
2015)
Physical inactivity was responsible for
twice as many deaths in Europe (676
000) than obesity (337 000) in 2008
(according to medical research project
EPIC)
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The Guardian, 16/1/15
The Lancet 2012
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Integrated Sustainable Urban Mobility Policy

Multimodal – Intermodal – Clean – Safe – Flexible – Affordable –
Connected - User-centric – Inclusive - Shared…
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Crucial role for European and national level

Many cities willing to take up pioneering role but proper support tools needed to do so
 Importance of European research & innovation
 Cities as living labs – upscaling of pilots and demonstrations
 Peer-to-peer exchange and best practice promotion
In countries with national support frameworks in place, cities can more easily take up a
leading role in the deployment of innovation
 Sustainable urban mobility plans, electromobility strategies, transferability, upscaling and
replication tools...
Common rules and regulations
Common targets to address shared challenges in climate change and air quality
Resolve chicken-and-egg problems related to the introduction of new technologies, e.g.
electromobility charging infrastructure
Incentives for clean technologies
Create a level playing field across countries and cities
BUT... Also important for cities to raise awareness and concerns towards the national as
well as European level!
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Reduce the risk of starting something new

Many cities want to be innovative, but not all want to be the first to
implement a new measure
Various risks
 Financial: will we be able to afford the measure?
 Political: will the measure be accepted, will citizens vote in favour of it?
 Effectiveness: will the measure solve the problems it is meant to solve?
 Implementation: will we be able to introduce the measure smoothly,
without delays or extra cost?

How can we shorten the innovation cycle?
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Understanding the context conditions of innovation
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Paradigm shift towards cleaner urban mobility

Multimodal transport systems approach
 Modal shift remains key priority
 Avoid clean congestion!
Prioritise captive fleets
 Shift in PT fleets from diesel-based engines to
fuel cell or electricity
 Clean urban freight vehicles
 Sharing schemes
Need for safe and secure European standards and tools to
accurately measure vehicle emissions
 To allow cities to better manage their centres with various policy
tools such as (Ultra) Low Emission Zones or access regulations
 Reassurance needed that diesel Euro 6 vehicles will meet
required emission standards in real driving conditions
Additional research and measures to understand the potential of
Urban Vehicle Access Regulation schemes – as follow up to the
Non-Binding Guidelines on Urban Vehicle Access Regulations.
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Dieselgate – What’s next?

Recommendations from the European Parliament’s Committee of Inquiry into
Emission Measurements in the automotive sector:
EC to introduce definition of a zero-emission vehicle
 to push the clean vehicle market
Propose Euro 7 standard
 in a real-world context Euro 4-5-6 hardly differ
Further push public procurement of clean vehicles
Make progress on remote sensing network
 check on-street and in real time whether car is polluting
 cross-border exchange of data
Call-out to cities to lobby & raise awareness with national levels, which is
where ambitions are usually watered down (industry pressure etc.)
 Cities as drivers for sustainable mobility and innovation!
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Better integrated urban transport systems

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans
Allow for incorporating all transport
modes into one integrated, multimodal
and long-term strategic planning approach
for the mobility of people and goods,
taking account of energy-efficiency and
sustainability concerns
Fully integrate alternative fuels and related
infrastructure as essential component of
SUMPs
Coherence and clear links between SUMPs
and SEAPs, with inter alia SUMP energy
efficiency modules and guidelines
Clear and reliable indicators under the
SUMP guidelines review expected for 2017
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Clean fuels and vehicles and related infastructure

Key role for cities & regions in deployment of alternative
fuels
 Charging infrastructure – AFID!
- Recognise cities and regions in national frameworks!
 Procurement of clean vehicles
- CVD revision
New forms of cooperation between local authorities, energy
distributors, operators and service providers needed
 to achieve a fair, accessible and efficient multimodal transport
system in which clean vehicles and related infrastructures
and services contribute to a city’s integrated SUMP objectives
Further amend EU investment agenda and instruments to
allow for low-carbon urban transport solutions to take
ground, including further investments in deployment of clean
vehicles for PT
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Making the revised CVD a success

Coherence with new policy processes (since initial CVD):
Real action to reach the 2030 TWP target of clean city logistics
Impact assessment of PSO Regulation 1370/2007 on length of service
contracts
Relation to Green Public Procurement processes of DG Environment
Link to AFID implementation

Market context:
Take into consideration complex ownership structures of vehicles
(certification of fleet operators / lease companies)
System cost versus vehicle cost
Accompanying measures for balanced deployment of clean vehicles
across all EU member states
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Making the CVD a success

YES to a broad scope, but only if clear definitions are
included
YES to a clear definition of clean vehicles, in coherence with
existing legislation (AFID) - with opportunity for a flexible
update of vehicles/systems
YES to targets for increasing share of clean vehicles, if at fleet
level (kms) with minimal administrative burden
When different options are included in the directive, the
procurer should select, not the member state
Keep overall administrative burden (specifically reporting) to
a minimum
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Creating a viable business case

Need for public – private dialogue
 OEMs want to know which cities
are and will be implementing
policies favouring clean vehicles
 Cities want to know which vehicles
are coming to the market and
which requirements they can meet
Joint procurement
 Creating critical mass!
Roll-out of charging infrastructure
 Public-private partnerships
Captive fleets

EC Clean Bus Deployment platform
Building on common political
declaration of interested cities &
regions, common aspiration for
large scale bus fleet conversion
Underpinned by common
procurement principles
Creating a deployment and
investment hub

Supported by expert group under
Sustainable Transport Forum
Complemented by high-level
policy exchange
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Electrified urban freight

Lack of vehicle supply: particularly
in medium goods category and
above (> 3.5t)
Creating critical mass & business
case: Declaration of intent
 Circulated by cities across Europe
 Signed by local logistics operators
 Targeted to manufacturers
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Overall recommendations

Look at decarbonization and air quality strategies in an integrated way
and on all levels of governance
Assurances that diesel Euro 6 vehicles will meet the required emission
standards in real driving conditions
 Access regulations, LEZ
A secure environment in terms of public accountability for budget
consolidation of PPPs under Eurostat rules
More resources in terms of R&I and investment for cities to redesign their
public transport infrastructure, rolling stock and fleets
Detailed interim targets/milestones to achieve the Transport White Paper
targets of halving the use of ‘conventionally-fuelled’ cars in urban
transport and achieving carbon neutral logistics in cities
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Thank you

Karen Vancluysen, kvancluysen@polisnetwork.eu
www.polisnetwork.eu
http://www.polisnetwork.eu/uploads/Modules/PublicDocuments/deca
rbonisation_of_transport_polis_position.pdf
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